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From the Desk of the Director-General
Happy New Year to you all, I welcome all our readers to 2019 and to this 32nd issue of the SKA Bulletin. As you
can read in the contributions below, the end of the year was a busy time for many colleagues across the SKA
project; we made full use of our new Auditorium/Council Chamber and additional meeting rooms in the expanded
SKA HQ.
In my contribution to the recent SKA eNews I listed the major milestones achieved across the project in 2018; I
won’t repeat them here, suffice to say that 2018 was a busy and critical year for SKA on all fronts. I was
particularly pleased to see the deployment of prototype hardware in many areas, gradually bringing the years of
design effort to a culmination.
I would like to draw particular attention to one event that occurred in December, that was the LFAA Critical
Design Review meeting. As many of you will be aware, this consortium has had a challenging 2018 and it was
pleasing to see that through the immense efforts of colleagues in the consortium and from the SKA office, a CDR
was realised. There is still much work to be done to finalise the design of SKA1-Low, but this is now planned to
occur through the coming months in the bridging period. I would like to thank the CDR committee under the able
leadership of Greg Taylor for their enthusiasm, effort and constructive criticism and comments.
2019 is shaping up to be a critical year for the project, with three final element CDRs, the SKA System CDR
scheduled in November, the signing of the SKA Convention in the near future, and much work to begin the
establishment of the SKA Observatory itself. We are also undertaking a recruitment drive, with some 25 positions
needing to be filled; of these a small number are replacements for staff who have departed or retired but the
large majority are new posts required for the construction phase of SKA, including a small number in Australia
and South Africa.
Please enjoy the contributions below.
Philip Diamond, Director-General
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Project

By Joe McMullin, Programme Director
For November and December, progress continued in the completion of the element designs and the progress
toward a system design (see Project Management, Project Engineering, and Computing and Software sections
for more details). Organisational changes to accommodate the transition toward system adoption were initiated
including formation of telescope and product delivery teams to support the design integration along with
recruitment planning for the needed staff to complete the remaining work toward the construction proposal.
Bridging activities are ongoing across design areas in support of the system design development. During this
period, the SKA Board of Directors convened at the SKAO HQ focusing on the ongoing programme development
and the required business plan proposal for the remaining years of pre-construction. Serial delays in the element
designs are currently pressing on the system design completion resulting in a Q4 2019 projection for the System
Critical Design Review. Costings for the SKA1 showed small perturbations from within the concluding consortia
but with some indicators of increased costs in the incomplete design consortia. The initial detailed SKA1 cost
book was delivered as a part of the Construction Planning workshop in November with immature/uncertainty
work package costs tagged for further work as quarterly iterations will further refine these estimates.

Project Management

by Andrea Casson, Head of Project Management
Element CDRs and other reviews
Following TM’s successful CDR closure in July, the INAU CDR has also now been closed with the baseline
design being drawn in December. INSA, SaDT and CSP Consortia are also nearing closure of their CDRs with
actions complete, updated documents submitted and baselines being prepared. The baselining effort from the
Configuration Management team is a painstaking process but it will stand us in good stead as we progress
towards System CDR.
The LFAA CDR document submission took place early November and the CDR meeting was held on 11-13
December. The panel made a number of recommendations at the end of the meeting and the full report is
awaited. The panel felt comfortable with the plan to close out the LFAA consortium pending closure of OARs and
strongly supported the bridging activities leading into a complete design for LFAA at System CDR.
SDP Consortium submitted their CDR pack at the end of October and the review is underway with CDR meeting
scheduled for 15-18 January; during November the SDP Pre-CDR actions were also signed off. AIV’s CDR
submission happened as planned at the end of November and the panel kick off meeting has been held. The AIV
CDR meeting will be in early March.
The panel report from the MeerKAT Integration Review held in October has been received: the review achieved
its aims and many actions for SKAO, SARAO and Consortia/Bridging Consultants were identified, some to be
completed in the short term, others during Bridging and some via the Hosting Agreement. The Dish Pre-CDR
took place on 26-27 November and also captured many actions; the panel report is awaited.
Bridging
Bridging tasks have a staged start due to the reliance on Element Design Baselines as inputs; around a third of
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the P1 tasks have started, mainly in the infrastructure and software areas. As the Bridging work is taking place in
the post-Consortia era, new agreements are being established directly between SKAO and each provider, now
termed Consultants: one of these MOUs was signed in October, three are in the signature loop and others are
awaiting Element CDR completions.
Construction planning
The CP2 review took place 28-29 November to review the completeness of the Work Breakdown Structure and
identify any scope or cost gaps. The majority of the consortia-costed construction work packages were entered
into the Dash 360 tool that will form the heart of the Project Management Control System in advance of the
meeting and this was well-received. A big thankyou to our Civil Service Fast Streamer Sally Mitchell who was
instrumental to the success of the meeting. Lots of very constructive debate happened and follow-up actions
were agreed. An updated cost book was released during December to capture the resulting WBS changes; this
also contained the internal workpackages. Future cost book iterations will then include the host country
workpackages and more robust risk and contingency calculations.
Key activities upcoming are:
• January: SDP CDR meeting
• February: MID Ops workshop, Low Bridging workshop, Software Bridging Programme Increment (PI) 2
Planning
• March: AIV CDR meeting, LOW Ops workshop, CP3 (to be confirmed), SKA-BD-29

Mission Assurance

by Job Obiebi, System Engineer (Verification) on behalf of Tim Stevenson, Head of Mission Assurance
Within this period, Mission Assurance supported the MeerKAT Integration Review, Pre-DISH, LFAA and SDP
CDRs through representation in their Review Panels and/or as a reviewer; returning review comments and
supporting their closeouts. Mission Assurance participation ensures that approved processes, standards and
best practices are being used at the appropriate stages of the development life cycle of the system element
under review and that the outputs are of the required quality. Quality assurance issues covering requirements,
design, Assembly Integration and Verification (AIV) were addressed during these reviews.
In support of the upcoming System AIV CDR (meeting scheduled for the week of 4th March 2019), Mission
Assurance has produced an assessment report on the current state of AIV planning at System (L1) and Product
(L2) levels. This report is an input document to the System AIV CDR. It proposes solutions to issues identified in
the respective L1 and L2 planning activities and non-alignment between L1 and L2 planning activities. The
issues and proposed solutions will be further discussed at the System AIV CDR meeting before formally
implementing the agreed solutions; ensuring that L1 and L2 AIV activities are properly planned, coordinated and
completed within the time constraint of the SKA1 project.
The SKA Product Quality Assurance (PQA) plan has been updated and it is now out for signatures. This plan
was updated to bring it in line with the latest ISO 9000 & 9001 standards, and relevant European Cooperation for
Space Standardization (ECSS) standards. The release of the PQA plan is part of the planned activities by
Mission Assurance to socialise its contents among relevant stakeholders; updating them with the changes from
the previous version and ensuring that it is widely applied across the SKA1 project.
The SKA Integration and Verification Policy has been updated and signed. The policy clearly outlines SKAO’s
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approach to AIV, using a RASCI matrix to define the roles and responsibilities of all relevant stakeholders that
are involved in the AIV of the telescope products and the resulting telescope system.
The System ITF Establishment Plan has been produced and it is now out for signatures. The System ITF is an
important enabling system at the different life cycle stages (especially during construction) of the Telescope
system. The establishment plan provides a stepwise guide for the required activities that needs to be done to
ensure that an operational System ITF is in place to support the off-site qualification of the telescope products
before they are deployed to the site. The plan also describes the stakeholders that will be involved in these
activities.
It is worth mentioning that a Verification Working Group (VWG) was set up in January 2018 to deal with all
Integration, Verification and Validation (IV&V) issues brought before it. The VWG meets every 2 weeks but adhoc meetings can be called to address urgent issues. Details of the VWG activities, composition and Terms of
reference can be found here.

Project Engineering

by Luca Stringhetti, SKA Project Engineer
During the last months the SKA telescope engineering team was extremely busy with the element CDRs. This
includes the continuing work to support the LFAA CDR, but also the reviewing work of the MeerKAT integration
review and of the DSH pre-CDR review. The latter was held at the end of November in the SKA HQ and was
supported by a large representation of the DISH consortium. Additional technical meetings in support of DSH
and the its integration into the system design also took place. There is still some work to be done, but the results
showed during the preliminary review were encouraging.
The second week of December we also hosted the LFAA CDR. The panel identified significant remaining work to
be completed for both close-out of the consortia and for finalisation of the LFAA design. The final report is
currently in preparation.
The element design priority afforded little time from the staff for extended system CDR and system adoption
work but progress did continue over this period, principally in the prioritization of effort on the identified bridging
tasks.
Next is SDP and AIV CDRs early 2019 and I expect that the next bulletins will be more and more focused on
system CDR, which is expected in Q4 2019.

Computing and Software

by Nick Rees, Head of Computing and Software
The big event that occurred in the past 2 months was the Program Increment Planning meeting that was held
during the week of 3-7 December in the office and which brought all the consortia that had started bridging to a
planning meeting in the office to formalise development objectives for the next 3 months. There were attendees
from India, South Africa, Italy, Portugal and the UK, all from the old TM and SaDT consortia, but there were also
observers from CSP consortium. Over the course of the week we held many team meetings, training sessions
and demos as well as the planning meeting itself, and the lead-up to the week involved a number of planning
sessions to develop and prioritise the content for the next three months. We are all looking forward to the next
planning meeting in 3 months’ time, which will be held in the office from the end of March and is likely to include
new
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participants from the old CSP, LFAA and the SDP consortia.
On the IT front we have been working on commissioning all the AV equipment in the new HQ. There have been
a number of snags in the Council Chamber and we are working with suppliers on this, but we have still managed
to hold a number of successful meetings in there to date. A common complaint is WiFi and, unfortunately, the
HQ WiFi will never be particularly good because we are restricted to the 2.4 GHz WiFi band because we are on
an active radio astronomy site – even 2.4 GHz requires a special dispensation. The good news is that every seat
in the Council Chamber has its own dedicated wired port – so please bring your cables when you come to the
SKA.

Architecture

by Peter Dewdney, SKA Architect
No contribution this time

Operations Planning

by Gary Davis, Director of Operations Planning
Revision 03 of the Operational Concept Document (OCD) has just been released. This is a comprehensive
document describing how we intend to operate the Observatory, and setting out system-level enabling
requirements. The OCD will also serve as the primary input to the Operations Workshops, now scheduled for
February (MID) and March (LOW) 2019.
The OCD will eventually be superseded by the SKA1 Operations Plan (OP), the objective of which is not to set
out requirements but to define in detail the operation of the entire Observatory and the corresponding staffing
and budget requirements. Work on this document will commence shortly and it will evolve over the next 18
months. An Operations Review is planned for early 2020. The OP will then be submitted to the SKA Observatory
Council for approval, at the same time as the SKA1 Construction Proposal (currently scheduled for June 2020).
I reported in the previous Bulletin that the SKA Regional Centre Coordination Group (SRCCG) had developed (a)
a revised requirements document, (b) a revised networking document, and (c) an overall cost estimate for the
SRC system (subject of course to a number of assumptions). These documents were presented to the SEAC
and the Board in October/November, and were well received by both bodies. The cost estimate in particular
indicates that the scale of the problem is not as daunting as previously anticipated.
Significant work is now occurring in several SKA partner countries around the world towards the development of
prototype SRCs. In recognition that the situation is evolving from design towards implementation, the Board
approved a proposal to disband the SRCCG and replace it with a new body, tentatively named the SRC Steering
Committee (SRCSC). This new body will have different Terms of Reference and different membership, and will
guide the work of the Observatory and the regions through this next phase.

Science

by Robert Braun, SKA Science Director
One of the major efforts of the past months has been preparing the first SKA Science Data Challenge, which we
were able to release late in November 2018.
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The entire astronomy community is invited to take up the challenge of finding and accurately classifying as many
as possible of the millions of embedded sources in these images. The three simulated observations demonstrate
the continuum imaging capabilities of all three of the frequency bands of the SKA dish array (that will operate
between 350 MHz and 15.3 GHz) that are slated for initial deployment, while the three simulated depths (from 8
to 1000 hours) span a wide range of likely experiment types. Later band deployments to the dish array will fill in
the initial frequency gaps and extend the high frequency coverage upward to at least 20 GHz and perhaps
beyond.
The Team that submits the overall winning entry to this Challenge will be acknowledged at the upcoming SKA
Science Meeting in April.

A small portion of the deep 1.4 GHz simulated image released in the first SKA Science Data Challenge.
As noted previously, this is only the first in what is planned to be a sequence of Data Challenges released on a 6
– 12 month cadence, that will ultimately address many aspects of the SKA data acquisition, calibration,
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distribution and analysis process at a realistic scale.

Policy Development

By Simon Berry, Director of Corporate Strategy
Like others in this edition of the Bulletin, it is timely to look back at 2018 and see what we’ve achieved, and also
look to what promises to be a busy 2019. In our team, we often remind ourselves that the SKA project, right
now, comprises two parallel, and intersecting tracks of activity. You can read much about the engineering
programme elsewhere from my colleagues, but in the policy domain, we have seen a busy and diverse year of
work, involving colleagues from our the SKA world.
2018 started with a big push towards finalising the SKA Convention. To some outside, and perhaps sometimes
to those of us near the centre of the action, the process to agree the final text, then go through the formal
processes needed to prepare for signing, can seem frustratingly slow. However, through many many meetings,
talking about interpretations of language, policy issues, legal minutiae and so on, we have managed to push the
agreements through to state where they could be ‘intialled’ by the various negotiating governments. As I’ve
reported in recent times, that’s an important step, but only one on the road towards the real prize of the
Convention being signed by the various governments. The last few months have seen much interaction with the
Italian Presidency, who have steered this complex ship along as well as all our member governments and we are
working flat out behind the scenes to ensure that the signing can take place in the first months of 2019; we hope
at the end of February or early March.
Supporting the process has been extensive discussion on how the future SKA Observatory will look and work,
day to day. Here, we have two challenges. The first is on reaching consensus on a range of often contentious
issues. Simply put, research infrastructures are expensive beasts, both to build and then perhaps even more
critically, to operate over many decades. The whole policy environment for the SKA Observatory, from science
access, through the funding arrangements to the way we undertake procurement and how the operational
structure of the observatory will run, are all important in defining the return on investment that a government
receives for being involved in the SKA. Ultimately, the business case for investing in the project has to be right,
supported by policies and processes which are agreeable to all, even with differing drivers and
priorities. Through several meetings and groups, and most importantly through the Board’s StratCom committee,
we have been able to make excellent progress in all these areas. StratCom has met three times, most recently
for three days in Rome in October to work on these topics. The process to plan the transition from the company
to the Observatory as a functioning IGO is complex; the challenges are numerous as we undertake a project
which is, we think, unique in the world of research infrastructures. Thanks to careful planning, and work to learn
from other projects and research organisations such as CTA, who we visited in mid-December, we are now
making good progress in developing the legal and administrative steps that we will need to establish the SKA as
an IGO.
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Members of the SKA Corporate Strategy team visiting CTA colleagues last December
So, looking into 2019, the dominating event for us in the Strategy team will be the signing of the
Convention. With that milestone however, will come another important point. Signing the Convention will allow
the creation of a body to be called the Council Preparatory Task Force, or CPTF. The CPTF, which will be
formed of representatives of those countries who will be Members of the Observatory, will meet intensively
through 2019 and beyond until the Observatory enters into force. Their workplan will ensure that all the required
thinking has been done, and decisions taken, to enable the future Observatory organisation to function; to
employ people, to spend money and so on. Intersecting with the engineering programme, the CPTF will prepare
for the arrival of a construction proposal and an operations plan, and having agreed the funding shares for all
Members and the levels of contribution they will make (itself an important and tricky task to come in 2019!)
prepare the ground for construction approval. It will be challenging work, but one that we all look forward to
starting, maintaining the excellent momentum of 2018.
The SKA project is admired for the spirit of global collaboration at its heart. In the policy world, we are fortunate
to work with skilled and enthusiastic partners, national representatives, advisors and experts, all working
tirelessly to make the endeavour successful. Similarly, in our own SKA Office and its Strategy Team, it is a
privilege to share this journey with a committed and professional team of people from around the world, day after
day. Roll on 2019!

SKA Board Matters and Administration
by Colin Greenwood, SKA Head of Administration
SKA Governance
Effective 11 November 2018, Dr Greg Fahlman stepped down as the National Research Council of Canada
Voting Representative (SKA Board of Directors); he was replaced in this role Dr Michael Rupen with effect from
12 November 2018.
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The 28th meeting of the SKA Board of Directors (SKA-BD-28) was held at SKA HQ, Jodrell Bank, UK on 12-13
November 2018. This was the first governance meeting to be held in the new Council Chamber of the
headquarters building. Dr Catherine Cesarsky, Chair of the Board, and Prof. Phil Diamond, Director-General,
both thanked the UK for delivering the SKA HQ extension. The Board was impressed by the new facilities, and
in particular with the Council Chamber in which this meeting was held.
In addition to standing items on the agenda, the SKA Board discussed an extension of the SKA Organisation’s
Business Plan to 2019-20 and an organisational design for the SKA Observatory. It approved the budget for
2019 and minor changes to memberships of the Finance Committee and the Science and Engineering Advisory
Committee (SEAC). Additionally, with effect from 1 January 2019, the appointment of Mr David Luchetti as Chair
of the Finance Committee and Mr Bishen Singh as its Vice-Chair was approved. The Board thanked Dr Colin
Vincent for his leadership of this Committee over the past 3 years.
Discussions at the meeting also included engineering and construction cost estimates, procurement, bridging,
early construction opportunities, development of an operations plan, SKA Regional Centres (SRCs). Reports
from StratCom and the SEAC were provided, together with an update on establishment of SKA Observatory and
preparations for the transition from a UK company to an IGO. Full details of this SKA Board meeting are
available here.
The 13th Extraordinary General meeting of Members (SKA-MEM-13) took place at SKA HQ on the morning of 14
November 2018. The main item of business was to discuss extension of the Company’s Business Plan to 201920. Members were also informed about progress to establish the SKA Observatory. This meeting was followed
by an informal meeting of Members and then a meeting of the Heads of IGO Delegations in preparation for the
establishment of the Council Preparatory Task Force (CPTF).

Human Resources

by Fiona Davenport, Head of Human Resources
This HR update focuses on activity in the following areas: growth and transition, delivering HR excellence,
employee engagement, and HR administration.
Growth and Transition
Recruitment has continued in line with the approved resource plan and we welcome Shagita Gounden, Junior
Systems Engineer who joined us on secondment early November. We also look forward to welcoming new staff
in the coming period:
• Joe Heys (Facilities Manager) starting on 10 December 2018;
• Qiqi Liu (Project Planner) starting in January 2019; and
• Sam Lloyd (Network and Security Specialist) starting in mid-January 2019 (following a period of
secondment from The University of Manchester).
In addition, recruitment is underway for the following roles:
• Release Train Engineer (screening underway);
• Domain Specialist (interim secondee identified);
• Post-Doctorate in Radio Astronomy Simulations (closing date: 28 December 2018);
• Mid Telescope Domain Specialist (closing date: 7 January 2019);
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• Head of Finance (closing date: 15 January 2019);
• Head of IT (closing date: 15 January 2019); and
• Director of Operations (closing date: 28 February 2019).
Furthermore, discussions are underway regarding two additional secondees joining the Strategy and Policy
Team to support increased transition related activity.
For all vacancies we very much welcome international applicants. Please feel free to contact Fiona Davenport,
Head of HR, directly for more information regarding these roles or other activities we are looking to carry out to
build an external international talent pool for the sourcing of future roles.
Work conducted in the last period on future organisation design proposals was endorsed at the recent Board
meeting, allowing further work that has now started to build out the detail of the organisational structure across
the phases of the evolution of the organisation into the IGO, construction and operations.
Further activity also includes support and guidance for international staff, including support and guidance on
indefinite leave to remain, and other immigration related concerns.
Delivering HR Excellence
Ongoing work continues on improving our attraction methodology and recruitment approach, including
developing actions to improve diversity and the development of recruitment standards to support quality hires.
Line manager development modules are in the process of being delivered with the purpose of improving line
manager capability in a number of key areas, critical for the effective support and management of our staff.
Employee Engagement
Following the staff engagement survey and associated focus groups, an action plan has now been developed
which is being shared with the Senior Leadership Team in January for implementation throughout 2019.
Additionally further work has been conducted to review and refresh our equality, diversity and inclusion action
plan.
HR Administration
The primary focus remains the implementation of the ERP system with significant activity ongoing including
process and workflow mapping, system configuration and data gathering for the development of the Recruitment
and Core HR modules.
Enterprise resource planning (ERP)
ERP is the standard term for a group of integrated business solutions that enable core business functions, such
as finance, procurement and human resources, to be linked in order to streamline business processes, share
common business data and create automated workflows.
To date, SKA Organisation has been able to successfully operate with two separate business systems: Sage for
financial accounting and Cascade for HR. However, it is recognised that our current business systems are not
scalable and the strategic decision has been made to initiate development of an ERP system that will be rolled
out during the company-era and then further developed to meet the future, more complex needs of the SKA
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Observatory.
After a comprehensive sourcing and selection process that addressed both functional and non-functional
requirements, Unit4’s Business World ERP offering has been selected. This product is well matched to the
needs of SKA Organisation and to the future needs of the SKA Observatory; the system offers flexibility,
scalability and it is the market leading ERP product in a number of sectors.
Our implementation strategy is ‘keeping things simple’ in order to minimise project delivery risk; a minimum
system to meet the basic needs of SKA Organisation will be rolled out initially and then it will be continuously
developed in order to meet the future, evolving needs of the SKA Observatory. The deliverables from our initial
roll-out will include workflows, interfaces and reports. This strategy is developed from “lean Agile” principles and
will allow us to trial ERP with a minimum viable system and then review, learn, customise and continuously
improve.
To date, we have completed most of the system design and we are now moving into solution testing. Initial
Super-User feedback is positive, and both Finance and Procurement solutions are demonstrating their potential
to add administrative value to SKA Organisation. After testing has been completed, there will inevitably be
further refinement of functionality and our first “go-live” is expected in early-April 2019.

Safety and Facilities

by John Kerr, Safety and Facilities Manager
Global Safety Management
At time of writing this report, discussion and review of consortia hazard analysis and safety management plan
submissions continue as part of overall requirements for ongoing element critical design review (CDR).
The LFAA element CDR took place on 11-13 December 2018, SDP is scheduled on 15-18 January 2019 and
AIV on 4-6 March 2019. Safety in AIV Consortia is on track to be finalised prior to the CDR meeting.
The System Safety in Design Review panel continues to meet, looking at safety implications for design adoption
and integration of element safety reviews into the overall system design.
Work continues on revising the structure of SKA Organisation’s existing Project Safety Management Plan to
align with the recently published international safety standard for Occupational Health and Safety Systems,
ISO:45001. Project Safety Management Plan (Rev 2), and associated Environmental Management Plan (Rev 1),
have revised target completion dates of 2019Q1 (in readiness for the System CDR).
SKA HQ
Following handover of the SKA HQ extension by the University of Manchester on 18 July 2018, most staff have
now moved into their new offices and the new meeting rooms are now being well used. Installation and
optimisation of the new AV and ICT systems continues.
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SKA HQ (Courtesy: William Garnier)
On 29 October 2018, Dame Jocelyn Bell Burnell opened the first formal event in the SKA Council
Chamber/Auditorium. This event was part of The University of Manchester’s “Toward an All-Sky Radio SETI
Telescope” meeting.

Toward an All-Sky Radio SETI Telescope at SKA HQ (Courtesy: John Kerr)
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The SKA HQ extension is already helping SKA staff members to make sustainable, lower carbon commuting
choices, either on two wheels or four. Below is an example of a staff member’s personal experience of the recent
improvements:
“The new SKA HQ building now makes commuting to work by bike a very attractive and sustainable option. At
least a couple of times a week during winter, I make the 40km round trip from home to the office using my bike,
I’m burning calories rather than fossil fuels! We now have an excellent covered bike shed, multiple hot showers
and a locker for where I can securely store items associated with my bike commute. SKA Organisation also
offers the UK cycle to work scheme enabling staff members to purchase a suitable bicycle and associated safety
equipment in a tax efficient scheme promoted by the UK government.
If the weather is bad or I just don’t fancy cycling into the office, I don’t have to abandon my commitment to
sustainable transport. The new HQ building is equipped with a number of electric vehicles charging points that
enable me to drive to work in plug-in hybrid using 100% electric power, top-up the battery and get home again
without using a single drop of petrol or diesel.”

Communications and Outreach

by William Garnier, SKA Director of Communications, Outreach and Education
Dear readers,
First of all, let me wish you a very Happy New Year on behalf of the SKA Comms Team. 2018 has been another
striking year for us and I’d like to take this opportunity to thank my growing team for their commitment,
professionalism and enthusiasm to constantly delivering to high-standard, which I know is widely acknowledged
by our science communication peers and more generally the members of the SKA community. This is of course
only possible thanks to the very effective and fruitful collaboration we’ve managed to build over the years with
many talented colleagues and friends across the SKA partnership, including the communications and outreach
teams spread across 15 countries (full membership and description of the SKA Communications Steering
Committee and SKA Communications and Outreach Network is available here).
To start this year, we are happy to launch the 2019 SKA calendar. After celebrating science, engineering, the
SKA precursors and pathfinders, and the art-astronomy connection (through our Shared Sky exhibition calendar)
in previous years, in 2019 we are featuring the outreach and education activities that our colleagues are running
across our partnership. These activities are an essential part of our collective effort to explain the mind-blogging
possibilities of the SKA to our audiences as well as its likely broader impact to society at large. In this folder, you
can find the digital version of the calendar that we encourage you to use as screensaver or wallpaper on your
computer as well as the print-ready version in case you or your institution wants to print physical copies of the
calendar for you and your colleagues to put up on their office wall and/or to distribute to your partners. We hope
you’ll enjoy this calendar!
Looking back at 2018, a few highlights stand out where communications played a key role:
- Throughout the year, we followed the design consortia and consortia members in their journey towards
completing their Critical Design Reviews. To this effect, the ‘Designing the SKA’ online platform has
significantly grown in size, filled with a lot of information featuring the partners and institutions involved.
Overall, we’ve uploaded dozens of photos of hardware in development and prototypes on site, 13 profiles
across 6 consortia, 10 milestone articles detailing major achievements for the consortia, 7 team photos from
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CDRs and pre-CDRs, 6 videos on CDRs and prototype work, 4 ‘Ask the Astronomer’ posts explaining how
the engineering design relates to SKA science goals and 3 contributions from industry partners. When added
to information pages for each consortium and compilations of social media posts from those involved, we
published an impressive 100+ posts since the platform went live early last year. Please, keep feeding us with
stories and ideas and we’ll be happy to work together to keep featuring your work!
- Early in the year, we supported our Chinese colleagues in the production of the high-level ceremony for the
launch of the first SKA Dish prototype inauguration, hosted by Chinese MOST Vice-Minister Huang Wei
(SKA Dish video is available here; the Dish photo also made it to Nature photos of the month).
- Alongside our Australian and South African colleagues, we organised for our indigenous art-astronomy
exhibition Shared Sky to be displayed at the Berlaymont building in Brussels, Belgium, that houses the HQ
of the European Commission. Carlos Moedas, EU Commissioner for Research, Science and Innovation,
hosted the event, bringing together key partners from the European Commission and from across the SKA
partnership.
- Using great assets provided by our Australian colleagues at ICRAR and Curtin University, we promoted the
completion of the first SKA-low prototype station at the MRO.
- We celebrated the joining of two new countries in the SKA family, namely Spain and France, supporting
the communications efforts organised in these 2 countries.
- We promoted the initialling of the SKA Observatory Convention by the various countries on our online
channels, with a view of highlighting this critical step ahead of the Ministerial signature ceremony.
- We supported the promotion efforts of our colleagues for the inauguration of MeerKAT in South Africa, the
upgraded-MWA in Australia and Apertif in the Netherlands. All events enjoyed the presence of high-level
officials and a great deal of media attention, which is of course not only beneficial for those facilities and lead
institutions, but more generally for the SKA project itself, so our kudos go to teams involved.
- We ensured a strong presence (including talks, special sessions, posters, booth, etc.) at major astronomy
and science policy conferences and events around the world, including the American Astronomical
Society (AAS) meeting in January, the European Week of Astronomy and Space Science (EWASS) in April,
the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in April, the EuroScience Open Forum (ESOF) in July,
the International Astronomical Union General Assembly (IAU GA) in August, among others.
- We supported high-level VIP visits to the SKA HQ, including Ireland’s Minister for Innovation & Research,
Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn of Thailand, South African High Commissioner HE
Nomatemba Tambo, and the Group of Senior Officials on global Research Infrastructures.
- We promoted the expansion of the SKA pathfinder family with the arrival of Japan’s VERA and Canada’s
CHIME telescopes in close coordination with the respective colleagues.
- We worked closely with our Project Scientists to promote the first SKA Science Data Challenge across our
online channels, and coordinated with colleagues in partner institutions to ensure the news was
disseminated across the wider science and astronomy community.
- We produced new factsheets on SKA science, on the SKA telescopes (including technical description of the
telescopes’ capabilities) and Operational Model, that partners have been using in support of their own
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communication efforts.
- Last but not least, in the spirit of constantly improving our processes and elevating the level of our
communications efforts, we conducted a few surveys targeting -among others- members of the SKA
community and asking their feedback on stakeholder engagement and communications channels and
tools, on Equality and Diversity within the SKA, and on the SKA Brand. The response to these surveys
was very good and the feedback received extremely useful, allowing us to point out our strengths and good
behaviours and to identify gaps, weaknesses and elements that can be improved. A number of actions have
already been taken to address these issues -whose effects are I hope already perceptible-, and work is ongoing on some other aspects, in particular the SKA brand and its evolution to make sure the brand is fit for
purpose for the future SKA Observatory. Watch this space for future updates on this work.
Looking ahead, 2019 looks as promising and exciting as previous years.
- Of course, we definitely look forward to the Convention signing ceremony, and expect to make the most of
this critical event as far as public communication is concerned. Similarly, the official opening of the expanded
SKA Global Headquarters, foreseen in July, will provide a great opportunity for a number of key stakeholders
to enjoy our new facilities and should result in good media coverage.
- Events-wise, a lot of work has already been put in to securing SKA presence at AAS and EWASS
conferences, with SKA sessions already arranged by our scientists for both events. The SKA science
conference and the SKA History conference that will take place at the SKA HQ in April are two events
high on the agenda as well, with over 300 participants expected. We already have some good ideas to
capitalise on the presence of so many experts in our doorstep from a PR perspective.
- On the outreach front, 2019 will mark the 100th anniversary of the International Astronomical Union (IAU).
SKA Organisation is one of the partner organisations of this year-long celebration of a century of
astronomical discoveries and we’ve got a number of initiatives in the pipeline to increase awareness in
astronomy and the SKA and further position the SKA as one of the key players of the 21st century astronomy.
We’ve also been working with our Indian colleagues in developing a 10-panel booth for the so-called India
Mega-Science Exhibition, an event backed by the Principle Scientific Adviser to Government of India
featuring all international projects India is involved in, including CERN, LIGO, ITER, TMT, INO, FAIR, and
SKA of course. The exhibition will tour in 4 cities during the year, and will provide a great opportunity to highlevel political engagement as well as further raising the profile of the project in the country.
- The next few months will also be busy working on the SKA brand evolution. As pointed out above in my
contribution, the brand survey we conducted last year brought us quite a lot of food for thought with regards
to how the current SKA brand (name, logo, values, messages, visual identity, etc.) is perceived and whether
there is room for evolution. We are currently undertaking an in-depth analysis of all the results of the survey
and will present to the SKA Board a brand evolution proposal for us to implement as we transition towards
the SKA Observatory IGO.
- CDRs also carry on for their second year, culminating in the final System CDR towards the end of the year.
We’re planning to keep filling the online platform as the CDR process progresses and as stories unfold. On
this, matching the developments on the engineering side of things, we are evolving our communications
approach and collaboration with the engineering partners. In the same vein as the well-established SKA
consortia logos, that have been massively used by consortia members over the years, we are now launching
a unique SKA design partner logo. As was the case with consortia logos, this will hopefully help reinforcing
the sense of belonging from those institutions that are committing resources into the SKA bridging phase,
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while at the same time allowing them to place specific messages under a particular context. I informed
consortia and bridging partners about this new SKA partner logo, whose use will be granted solely to those
institutions that will have signed the Bridging Memorandum of Understanding.

New SKA partner logo, to be used by the signing partners of the Bridging MoU
- Talking about evolution, we are also revamping the SKA eNews, turning the quarterly text-heavy publication
into a monthly ‘lighter’ publication. The aim with this new ‘agile’ format is to give the opportunity for anyone
involved in SKA activities (policy, administration, engineering, science, operations, outreach, procurement,
etc.) to promote their work so please, get in touch with us at skao-outreach@skatelescope.org. We will work
closely with your SKACON representative and your institutions to ensure a good coordination. Although we
can’t guarantee that every story will make it through the editorial cut that we’ll be in charge of, our intent is to
truly reflect the breadth of activities within the SKA project, ensuring as much as possible a fair
representation of all partners. Of course, this is only possible if contributions are sent from across the entire
partnership. There will probably be a learning curve for all with this new format, but we hope we can achieve
the goal of telling as many stories as possible involving the hundreds of people that make the SKA what it is,
that is one of the most ambitious and exciting endeavours of our times.
- The SKA website is also something we’re planning to evolve, not only from a content point of view, but also
from a design and look and feel point of view (in the context of the brand evolution mentioned earlier). The
plan is to have a fully revamped SKA website operational for when we become an IGO in 2020, including
new functionalities (such as multi-language capability) and embedding the latest trends in website
development.
This ‘to-do-list’ hopefully gives our readers a good idea of what they should expect to see coming out of the
communications space in 2019 but of course, it should definitely not be seen as exhaustive. As is common -and
best- practice in our field, we will definitely keep our eyes and ears open to any opportunity that might arise
(and/or that we can make up!) that we can turn into communications actions or campaigns and we definitely look
forward to working with all of you to promote the SKA and all its numerous partners.
Have a great New Year everyone!
Connect with us
For any enquiries, requests or feedback please write to skao-outreach@skatelescope.org
You can also find the SKA Organisation on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.
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